Reactive molecular dynamics study of the pH-dependent dynamic structure of α-helix.
We have studied the α-helix to random coil transition using ReaxFF reactive molecular dynamics as a function of pH. Urea binding to peptides and associated interference with backbone H-bonds and charged side chains interactions, which can both denature the helices, have been studied previously using nonreactive force fields (Topol, I. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2001, 123, 6054-6060). This study reveals new proton-transfer mechanisms related to the denaturation of α-helical structures, which cannot be captured by nonreactive molecular dynamics. In addition, we show that proton transfer between the solution and the peptide can break the α-helix hydrogen bonds, and consequently, at extreme pHs, a significant amount of helix will unravel. We also compare the effects of temperature in the denaturation mechanism. The ReaxFF findings are in significantly better agreement with ab initio calculations than previous nonreactive force field results, indicating the relevance of the reactive component on helical loss.